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Abstract. We describe a machine-learning system for supporting teach-
ers through the selection of homework assignments. Our system uses be-
havioural cloning of teacher activity to generate personalised homework
assignments for students. Classroom use is then supported through addi-
tional mechanisms to combine these predictions into group assignments.
We train and evaluate our system against 50,065 homework assignments
collected over two years by the Isaac Physics platform. We use base-
line policies incorporating expert curriculum knowledge for evaluation
and find that our technique improves on the strongest baseline policy by
18.5% in Year 1 and by 13.3% in Year 2.
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1 Introduction
Tutoring by human teachers is known to produce large learning gains for stu-
dents, whether one-to-one or in groups [5]. For larger groups, a teacher’s attention
must inevitably be spread more thinly across their students. We seek to develop
learning technologies which can support teachers in this scenario.
We focus on setting homework assignments. The setting of good-quality
homework is of recognised pedagogical importance [14, 30], but how work should
be chosen is less clear: human teachers have been shown to adopt varied strate-
gies of teaching even for very simple lessons [16]. In light of this we developed a
system, HWGen that learns from expert actions using behavioural cloning.
HWGen generates homework assignments at both the individual and group
level which we compare to assignments derived from a selection of naive and
curriculum-aware baseline policies.
We trained our system with two years of student data from Isaac Physics,
a major online teaching platform and find that our model is able to suggest
assignments that are closely aligned with the choices made by human teachers.
At the individual level, HWGen improves on the strongest baseline policy by 17.8%
in Year 1 and by 12.9% in Year 2. Making homework selections per group, HWGen
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improves on the strongest baseline policy by 18.5% in Year 1 and by 13.3% in
Year 2. These results reflect the way that human teachers make group-level
homework decisions based on class progress as a whole, but also that setting
personalised assignments stays fairly close to teacher decisions while also taking
into account individual factors.
In this paper we make the following contributions: 1) we give a neural-network
architecture for suggesting personalised homework assignments; 2) we propose
mechanisms to combine personalised predictions in order to generate group as-
signments; 3) we use data on student and teacher behaviour from the Isaac
Physics platform to show that our technique significantly outperforms a variety
of baseline policies.
2 Related Work
Personalisation in educational technology is an exciting prospect since learn-
ers are known to progress at different rates and in different styles [28, 4, 8] and
personalised tutoring has been shown to have beneficial effects on student learn-
ing [27]. Lindsey and colleagues found that a personalised review system for
course content yielded a 16.5% boost in retention rates over standard prac-
tice (massed study) and a 10% improvement over a one-size-fits-all strategy for
spaced study [18]. Advancing personalised learning is recognised as one of the
National Academy of Engineering’s Grand Challenges for the 21st Century.1
Such systems traditionally involve considerable effort and pedagogical knowl-
edge to design, author, and structure content [20, 33, 10]. One example is the use
of concept maps [22] to represent the structure of skills and knowledge: these
can help guide learning [2] and are used in tutoring systems [12] but they require
expert knowledge and careful design.
There has been work on intelligent tutoring systems to imitate teachers and
widen educational access since the 1960’s [34], but successful autonomous selec-
tion of the right homework task at the right time remains elusive. Rather than
developing an analytical solution, we hope instead to learn from the usage data
logged by education platforms.
Teaching data combined with student data provide an appropriate setting for
imitation learning. In imitation learning, a system learns appropriate responses
to its environment from a human actor. The archetypal scenario is the self-
driving car (in which the vehicle controller learns from a human driver) [25], but
it has broader applications, and it has recently been used to provide personalised
navigation for web-based learners [23].
In particular behavioural cloning is a simple but widely used form of imi-
tation learning [6], useful in situations where non-interactive data is available
for training, where actions are judged immediately (i.e. no long term reward
information is available), and where imperfect actions are unlikely to lead to
cascading errors. In a classroom setting there is no risk of physical mishap, and
1 http://www.engineeringchallenges.org/challenges/learning.aspx
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teachers are able to exercise expert judgement with respect to any suggestions
a system might make: this makes behavioural cloning a viable candidate as an
approach.
3 Experiments
This work is based on user data from Isaac Physics,2 a UK government funded
project aimed at pre-university students. Launched in 2015, Isaac serves physics
and mathematics exercises to over 120,000 registered users globally. As well as for
private study, the platform is designed for use by school classes with homework
assignments set by their teachers. It is the actions of these teachers that we aim
to imitate.
There are two related sub-tasks in this work: (1) the task of setting home-
work for an individual, and (2) of setting homework for a group. The homework
selection should be available ‘on demand’, so that a teacher setting work for a
class could use the software as a teaching aid, or so that a student can obtain
personalised suggestions for independent study.
3.1 Data
This work uses a dataset taken from Isaac activity logs collected from March
2015 to March 2018. These are general-purpose event logs which record when
users visit a page, answer a question (correctly or otherwise), view a hint, and
so on. The logs also track when teachers assign homework to their class (a
SET ASSIGNMENT actions) and it is this behaviour we aim to clone.
Questions on Isaac are organised into pages: a page being the smallest teach-
ing unit which may be assigned as homework. Students are organised into groups,
which can be thought of as virtual classes. A teacher’s SET ASSIGNMENT ac-
tion points a group of students to one or more question pages.
The Isaac project publishes a number of textbooks that accompany the plat-
form3. Of these, the earliest book Mastering Essential Pre-University Physics
(‘the textbook’), currently accounts for around 80% of the homework set on
the platform, with material across 73 pages forming the curriculum from which
HWGen selects work. There are hundreds more question pages in Isaac but they
are not all ordered for difficulty. By using only the textbook questions we have
a controlled experiment in which the questions have an implicit canonical order-
ing – the order of page numbers from 1 to 73 – which we can use for baseline
selection policies. If HWGen proves to be successful at this task, it can then be
extended to the wider unordered curriculum.
Data was filtered so that only students between 16 and 18 years (the target
age for the textbook) where considered. We wanted to imitate teachers who are
engaged and who know their students well – to this end we removed teachers who
2 https://isaacphysics.org
3 https://www.isaacbooks.org
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rarely set work (< 5 assignments) and excluded large groups (≥ 30 students).
We ranked teachers by activity, choosing the most prolific first. We measure each
student’s time on the platform from the date of their first assignment, and we
split the students into a Year 1 group and Year 2 group at 365 days of use.
After filtering, 6672 instances of group-level assignments (50,065 assignments
to individual students) were available for training and validation. For testing,
970 group-level assignments (6028 individual assignments) were chosen from a
separate held-out set of teachers. A box-and-whisker plot of the training data is
given in Figure 1, showing a noisy upward trend between students’ time on the
platform in days and the position of homework assignments in the textbook in
pages. From this we can see that although there is evidence of the curriculum
being followed, we should not expect a linear predictor to perform well due
to noise, especially in the tail of the data where homework level becomes less
consistent.
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Fig. 1. The training dataset summarised in two dimensions: student duration on plat-
form (days) is on the x-axis, position in textbook of homework selected (page number)
is on the y-axis. The boxes show the range between first and third quartiles, the hori-
zontal stripe indicates the median, the whiskers represent 1.5 ∗ IQR where IQR is the
inter-quartile range (third minus first quartile); other points beyond the whiskers are
outliers. There are 12,489 features in the full dataset.
3.2 Student features
The student is represented as a combination of four vectors: x for practice, u for
success, a for previously assigned work, and a small set of real-valued features
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s. There are 2605 elements in x and a, one for each page on Isaac, and 7274 in
u (for each page sub-part) and these take binary values depending on whether
a page is attempted/assigned, or a sub-part is completed. Note that although
we only set homework from the textbook, we track students’ encounters with
all pages on the platform: many of the pages outside the book are more difficult
(or more involved) and so a student who has attempted such questions may be
ready for more advanced material.
The s vector contains the following statistics about the student: age (in years,
rounded to 1 decimal place), days on platform, number of distinct questions
attempted, number of attempts at all questions, number of questions passed.
Other features were measured but not included in the model as they pro-
vided no benefit to performance, including: questions passed per day, question
pass-rates, and the number of attempts the student had taken at each question
(effectively this was clipped to binary in the x vector). Finer grained break-
downs of attempts, and ‘recent history’ versions of these features also made no
improvement. Several of the profile features were tried in combination (e.g. ques-
tion attempts per day as a proxy for motivation) but these were less successful
than allowing the neural network to learn its own internal representations.
3.3 Implementation
The homework-selection task was formulated as a multiclass classification prob-
lem, using a feed-forward neural network (Figure 2). Hidden layers are all rec-
tified linear units (ReLU), except for a concatenation layer to merge encodings.
These are followed by two more ReLU layers each suffixed by a dropout layer
(rate = 0.2). Layer structure, dropout, learning rate and batch size, were found
by randomised parameter search.
The network output is passed through a softmax activation function (1) to
convert internal scores into a probability distribution. The function transforms
the jth element of the raw neural network output, z, into a probability con-
ditioned on the input (s,x,u,a), Pr(y = j | (s,x,u,a)). The output of the
network consists of 73 units, one for each possible homework choice.
softmax(z)j =
exp(zj)∑K
k=1 exp(zk)
(1)
The software used in this work was implemented in Python 3.6 using Keras
[11] with a Tensorflow [1] back-end, and scikit-learn [24] for the machine
learning components.
The network was trained with a categorical cross-entropy loss function using
the Adam optimiser [17] with best results at α = 0.001, batch = 32. Real-valued
inputs to the network were centred and scaled to have unit variance and zero
mean. Binary inputs were not transformed.
From the 50,065 samples in the training data, 10,013 (20%) were used for
validation and to trigger early-stopping.
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Fig. 2. Outline of the neural architecture. Input layers are at the top. Cross-hatched
areas denote densely connected layers.
3.4 Setting Individual Work
The homework-setting decision is treated as an action-selection task, modelled
as multiclass classification. The neural network outputs a softmax vector, the jth
element of which is the probability of taking the jth action as determined from
training. We choose the action given the highest probability by the network.
3.5 Modifications to Set Group Work
For setting homework at the group level, two alternative methods were applied
to select a page for the group’s next assignment:
– Softmax averaging : the softmax vectors for all students in the group are
summed, and normalised by the group size. This produces a new softmax
vector, and the top-scoring element is selected.
– Voting : the top-scoring candidates are chosen from each student’s softmax
vector. These are then counted, and the candidate that receives the most
‘votes’ is selected.
Both approaches can be implemented with simple control logic.
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3.6 Baseline Policies
The performance of HWGen (in both individual and group modes) was judged
against three baseline policies: a random policy and two oracle policies. The
random policy randomly chooses an assignment from those that the student has
not yet attempted.
The two oracle policies are ‘curriculum aware’—they have access to ordering
knowledge about the material that is not available to HWGen. The ordering was
developed by the authors of the textbook as the logical progression of content.
The linear oracle policy selects the material in book order at isochronal
intervals; the step oracle policy selects the next item from the book that has not
yet been attempted by the student.
3.7 Evaluation
Our investigation into the Isaac data (Figure 1) showed that teachers adhere to
the curriculum order in the textbook (as captured by the oracle policies) but
only on average. We therefore hypothesise that HWGen should outperform these
policies by capturing the context of each assignment choice.
We are interested to know how closely a homework selection policy will match
a human teacher in a given situation. Using the textbook page numbers to give
an ordering, the policy is a map pi : (s,x,u,a) → yˆ from the student’s vectors
onto the index of the page of the assignment to be set. The true index, y, giving
the choice actually made by the human teacher in this situation, is not known
to the policies and is only discovered during testing.
Each yˆ is evaluated against the real selection y, by taking (yˆ− y). This gives
an integer score in the range [-72,72], where zero is the target. Having values
in a range allows partial credit to be assigned. Note that a negative or positive
score indicates a policy that lags or leads the human teacher, respectively.
The above steps are repeated for every ((s,x,u,a), y) pairing in the test
data. The policy is summarised by a standard metric, root mean squared error,
which provides interpretable performance measures in terms of number of pages
deviated (see Figure 3).
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(yˆi − yi)2
Fig. 3. Root mean squared error (RMSE) of a predicted set of target values, {yˆ}N1 ,
from their true values, {y}N1 .
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4 Results
Results from the experiment are presented in Table 1. In Year 1, HWGen with
group voting has the highest accuracy in terms of the proportion of matches with
teacher selections. The other HWGen policies perform similarly on this measure,
as does oracle-step. However, oracle-step is on average slightly ahead of the
teacher’s point in the textbook (a positive lead/lag value) whereas the HWGen
policies all lag slightly behind (negative values). However, all HWGen policies have
lower RMSE than oracle-step, indicative of a tighter fit around the gold-standard
teacher selections.
Table 1. Accuracy (prop. exact matches), mean lead (+) or lag (-) compared to teacher
selections, and root mean squared error for HWGen and baseline homework-setting poli-
cies (*significantly different to best baseline, p < 0.001; †significantly different to HWGen
for individuals, p < 0.001).
Year 1 (n=6111) Year 2 (n=572)
Policy Acc. Lead/Lag RMSE Acc. Lead/Lag RMSE
Human teacher (target) 1 0 0 1 0 0
Random .015 +17.2 31.4 .009 +.091 25.4
Oracle linear .095 -6.24 20.2 0 +42.3 48.6
Oracle step .137 +1.18 17.4 .094 +2.49 12.5
HWGen .132 -2.37 14.3* .017 -4.98 10.9*
HWGen group vote .141 -2.81 14.4† .019 -5.06 10.8†
HWGen group softmax ave. .133 -2.82 14.2† .014 -5.51 11.2
The same is true for Year 2, though in this case the policy with the high-
est proportion of exact matches is oracle-step, likely because as the choice of
outstanding items in the curriculum narrows, a policy which draws from those
remaining items in sequence will tend towards the ground truth. Note that HWGen
is allowed to select from all textbook pages and so does not have this advantage
of a narrowing pool. Being able to re-select items as revision work is a desirable
mechanism however. Again, we see that oracle-step stays slightly ahead of the
teacher while HWGen lags behind. The random baseline has the best lead/lag
score (closest to zero), but this masks the high variance in its choices, shown by
an RMSE much higher than HWGen.
In both Year 1 and Year 2, the lowest RMSE (our primary evaluation metric)
is one of the HWGen group policies – softmax averaging in the first year, voting
in the second year. This is expected, as we train on group level decisions made
by the teachers. What is encouraging though is that HWGen for individuals out-
performs all baseline policies too, indicating that it will serve individual users of
intelligent tutoring systems as well as class groups.
In Figure 4 we show a density plot of the different spreads of HWGen and the
baseline policies in terms of number of pages difference from the teacher’s choices
(x=0). We see that in Year 1 HWGen very closely mimics teacher behaviour, with
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Fig. 4. Density plot of differences for each homework selection by HWGen and base-
lines: difference from the true selection on the x-axis (n.pages), density on the y-axis
(sums to 1 for each curve).
the tallest peak around zero on the x-axis, while in Year 2 it still clusters around
ground-truth but much of its decisions lag behind zero whereas oracle step is also
grouped close to zero but in contrast tends to lead the teacher by a few pages.
It may be that pedagogically it is preferable to move through a curriculum
more slowly than more rapidly, and therefore we might prefer HWGen’s more
conservative decisions.
We find HWGen and oracle step homework differences (true.homework −
predicted.homework) are statistically separable by paired sample t-tests both
for Year 1 (t = 21.4, df = 6110, p < 2.2e-16) and Year 2 (t = 14.8, df =
571, p < 2.2e-16). Meanwhile the same is true of HWGen versus HWGen group
vote in (t = 5.79, df = 6110, p = 7.6e-09) and HWGen group softmax average in
Year 1 (t = 5.78, df = 6110, p = 7.94e-09), and of HWGen versus HWGen group
softmax average in Year 2 (t = 4.74, df = 571, p = 2.61e-06). However, HWGen
and HWGen group vote were not found to be significantly different in Year 2,
therefore we infer the order of performance to be HWGen group vote < HWGen <
HWGen softmax averaging in Year 1, and HWGen softmax ave. < HWGen & HWGen
group vote in Year 2.
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5 Discussion
In its various modes, HWGen was able to more closely approximate the actions
of teachers in the test dataset, when compared to the other policies tested here.
This is despite the fact that both oracle policies have access to expert knowl-
edge through the book ordering of material. In particular, the oracle-step policy
makes use of both this ordering data and of user history to inform its selections.
In contrast, for the HWGen policy, the neural network knows very little in advance.
Instead it learns the ordering and pace of delivery from observations in train-
ing. Nonetheless the policy outperforms both oracles. This gives the approach
considerable flexibility to be fitted to systems where a canonical ordering is not
specified, since it can learn a suitable ordering itself.
In all, these results suggest that even when material is ordered linearly, an
automated homework selection system like HWGen could be used to set homework
in a more human-like way, both for individual students and for class groups. Thus
our work may be viewed as a type of recommender system – concerned with
selecting items for an individual based on their history in relation to others’
histories [7, 15, 29] in a manner which will be familiar to users of many online
services [19, 9, 13]. For online retailers the item bank in need of filtering is a set
of products, for streaming services it is a library of movies and programmes, and
for social networks it is user-generated content. In our case the item bank is a
curated pool of physics and mathematics tasks aimed at school-children.
The recommender system approach has some precedent in educational tech-
nology. Early systems used heuristics, social networks and ontologies [3, 26, 32]
before data-driven collaborative filtering techniques were introduced [31, 21, 35].
Here we show that deep behavioural cloning of teacher decisions is a viable
method for homework selection in the educational domain. In future work we
plan to implement HWGen as a live recommender system for the Isaac Physics
tutoring platform.
6 Conclusion
In this work we introduced a method of automatic homework selection (HWGen),
based on a deep neural network and trained on the behaviour of human teachers.
We showed that HWGen was able to track the behaviour of previously unseen
human teachers more closely (in RMSE terms) than baseline heuristic policies,
including those with knowledge of the curriculum – despite HWGen having no
access to such knowledge. We suggest this allows HWGen to be fitted to pre-
existing systems, where historical data is available for training. Furthermore,
with simple modification the HWGen approach can also set homework for groups
of students, making it suitable for private study and classroom-based use.
It remains to be seen whether HWGen, either in individual or group mode,
leads to improved learning for students. We will seek to address this question in
future work with reward-based models.
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